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Summary: Two cases of ulceration of the face following surgical sensory denervation are described. Both patients presented to a geriatric unit because of problems associated with mental impairment. There are relatively few reports of similar ulcers. A review of the literature suggests that mental impairment is an important aetiological factor.

Introduction

Ulceration of the face and erosion of the nose sometimes occurs following sensory denervation in the territory of the second division of the trigeminal nerve. The incidence is uncertain but relatively few cases have been described, mostly following surgical treatments for trigeminal neuralgia. It has come to be known as the trigeminal trophic syndrome although it is really a special form of dermatitis artefacta. Two women presenting with dementia who demonstrated this lesion are described.

Case reports

Case 1

An 82 year old woman presented in January, 1978 with poor mobility and falls due to an old ununited fracture of the right femoral neck with avascular necrosis of the femoral head. There was also a 6 month history of increasing confusion but this had not been causing any problems at home.

At the time of the original admission an ulcer was noted on the left nostril (Figure 1). This had been present for about a month prior to admission but, because she constantly picked and scratched it, it did not heal.

Ten years previously she had had a rhizotomy for trigeminal neuralgia. Although she could not remember the date or nature of this operation she vividly recalled the dramatic relief of pain. The pain had never recurred and she denied any abnormal sensation in the face. Complete facial hemi-anaesthesia was present on testing.

Local applications made no difference to the lesion. Healing was eventually obtained by a programme of careful attention to the nails, wearing of cotton gloves, encouragement not to pick the area and diversionary activities (Figure 2). The difficulties of such treatment should not be underestimated. She eventually died in 1980.

Case 2

An 86 year old woman presented in June 1978 with poor mobility and falls.

When first seen there was an ulcer on the left nose and upper lip which she constantly picked and touched. She did this because she said she had an itchy feeling in the nose. On testing there was complete facial hemi-anaesthesia.

The following history was obtained from various sources. In 1961 she had developed trigeminal neuralgia. Dental extractions were carried out in 1962.

Figure 1 Case 1. Shows a typical crescentic defect.
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Alcohol injection was performed in April, 1965 and in September, 1965 she had had a rhizotomy. Complete facial hemi-anaesthesia was noted post-operatively. A facial ulcer was first noted in 1975 when it had been present 'several years'. She eventually died in February 1979.

Discussion

The incidence of nasal ulceration of the face following operation for trigeminal neuralgia is not clear. Spillane & Wells (1959) describe it as the rarest complication of surgical denervation of the skin and face. More recently, Henderson (1967) quotes a remarkably high incidence of 16% of patients with total anaesthesia of the cheek (although this represents an incidence of 5% of all cases found on follow-up). Most series report only an occasional case (Peet & Schneider 1952; McKenzie, 1933), a 'small proportion' (Harris, 1940) or none at all (Adson, 1926; Morello et al., 1971; Dade Lunsford, 1982).

The lesion is not widely known outside neurological and dermatological circles and there are few reports in the literature. I have been able to find descriptions of only 22 cases with a further 16 cases mentioned as part of surgical follow-up series without specific details. Similar ulcers can occur following other cases of facial anaesthesia, particularly trigeminal neuropathy (Spillane & Wells, 1959) and brain stem lesions (Freeman, 1966). A further 9 cases are of this type making 47 reports in all.

In most cases a crescentic deficit is seen, corresponding to the area of the nose lacking in cartilage ('ulceration en arc', Jaeger 1950). In the more severe cases (Figure 3) scarring and tissue loss in the upper lip results in drawing up of the mucocutaneous junction, giving a characteristic 'sneeze' (Howell, 1962).

Many early authors regarded these lesions as due to disorder of skin nutrition (i.e., literally trophic). The impression of a vascular disorder is strengthened by the improvement following stellate ganglionectomy. The success of this treatment is mentioned by a number of authors (McKenzie, 1933; Dott, 1951; Harris, 1940). It seems likely that the true cause of these ulcers is self-inflicted trauma (Freeman, 1966). This is not always obvious as the behaviour may be unconscious, covert and sometimes denied. Nevertheless, the fact that the patients constantly pick at or scratch the ulcers is remarked upon by various observers (Howell, 1962; Spillane & Wells, 1959). Such behaviour may be caused by abnormal sensation in the area. Itching or crawling sensations in the anaesthetised area are common after gasserian ganglion injection but do not seem more pronounced in ulcer cases than in others. The sensation of a blocked nose may be important (Howell, 1955).

In the present cases the true cause of the ulcers was not in any doubt. Being disinhibited by their primary disorder the patients made no attempt to conceal their behaviour which was remarked upon by relatives and attendants alike. One patient had no abnormal sensation in the affected area, but the other complained of itching. Further proof was provided in one patient when healing was obtained by a package of measures designed to prevent traumatisation of the area.

Thirty one cases with adequate descriptions have been found in the literature and, of these, 22 followed surgery for trigeminal neuralgia. The average age of these patients (63.7 y) is unremarkable given the age incidence of trigeminal neuralgia but women are over-

Figure 2 Case 1. Healing after a period of intensive treatment.

Figure 3 Case 2. Has a characteristic 'sneeze' due to scarring and loss of tissue.
represented (16:6) even allowing for their greater susceptibility to the disease. The remaining 9 had facial anaesthesia due to other causes and were younger, with an average age of 51.3 y. Curiously, the female preponderance is even more marked (7:2). There is no obvious explanation for this.

Mental abnormality is described in 6 patients, an incidence of 19%. Functional problems might be expected in patients suffering from prolonged and intractable pain, but this still leaves 4 where intellectual impairment is specifically mentioned. Frequently a long time-lapse is seen between operation and the onset of the lesion. This is remarkable and does suggest that facial anaesthesia on its own is not enough to cause an ulcer.

In the present cases it is clear that the added factor was mental impairment of a degree sufficient to prevent the inhibition of self injury. This lesion may well be seen more frequently as more survivors of trigeminal surgery live to ages where dementia is common.
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